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Abstract

The Hydrology-MeteorologyToolkit is a Tcl/Tk ap-
plets library for numerical/graphical processing hydro-
meteorologicaldata. It uses Tcl/Tk as a basiclan-
guage. With the Tcl/TkPlugin installed on the W3
browser side, applets use the HTTP protocol forque-
rying an Oracle database server andmanaging i/o C
programs towards Tcl CGI scripts.

1.  The  MED-HYCOS  project

The World Meteorological Organization (WMO),
with the support of theWorld Bank, promotes the
development of aWorld Hydrological CycleObserv-
ing System (WHYCOS), and  the first regional
WHYCOS component is the MED-HYCOS project
(MEDiterranean HYdrologicalCycle ObservingSys-
tem). ORSTOM(French Institute of Scientific Re-
search forDevelopment through Cooperation)hosts
the MED-HYCOS Pilot Regional Center.

 A MED-HYCOS aim is managing and numeri-
cal/graphical processing of hydro-meteorologicaldata
via the World Wide Web (W3).

2.  The  Hydro-Meteorology  Toolkit

The Hydro-MeteorologyToolkit (HMT) is a W3
tools library for the MED-HYCOS project. HMT is
based on a W3-to-Database connectivityusing Tcl/Tk
as a basic language.

An Oracle relational database management server deals
with hydro-meteorologicaldata such as streamflow
discharges, temperature, rainfall, and so on.

On the W3 browserside (Navigator, Explorer), HMT
needs the Plugin Tcl/Tk to be installed. A Tclapplets
(tclets) library deals with data edition, graphicalrepre-

sentations,exploratory data analysis (Tukey, 1977)
and multivariate statistical analysis. At present,these
tclets use the Trusted security policy.

Depending on userinteraction, tclets use the HTTP
protocol for (i), querying thedatabase towards OraTcl
CGI scripts.OraTcl is a well known Tcl extension
from T. Poindexterthat provides access to aOracle
Database server, and(ii), managing i/o C programs
for multivariate analysis methods (e.g. Principal
Components Analysis) towards Tcl CGI scripts.

Figure 1 shows two tclet examples.

3.  Conclusion

At present, HMT (http://hydrobd.mpl.orstom.fr/hmt)
is still under development, but firsts results aredeci-
sive. The Tcl/Tk environment enables a powerful
Human-Machine interaction inside W3 documents,
such asdynamic graphical methods(Becker, Cleve-
land & all, 1987), with good performances. Moreo-
ver, it facilitates the development of theinformation
system toward the homogenization of itsarchitecture
(i.e. Tcl for the CGI scripts instead of Perl andPro*C
for the SQL queries, and Tcl/Tk for applets).
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Figure  1. Screendumps of the
W3 Welcome page of the Hy-
dro-Meteorology Toolkit (A )
and two applet examples from
its library (B, C ). The Tcl/Tk
plugin enables dynamic graphi-
cal methods inside W3docu-
ments with goodperformances.
These methodshave tow im-
portant properties :direct ma-
nipulation and instantaneous
change. For instancemoving a
rectangle over ascatterplot by
moving a mouse,when the
rectangle covers apoint, its
label appears and when the
rectangle no longercovers the
point, its label disappears.
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